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Is It Judgement or Is It Prejudice?
WRITTEN BY SHEILA WOOD

It is sometimes beyond our comprehension
how all the energies surrounding judgement
come together in our lives. The word itself reflects
contradictory insight, witnessed by the fact that we
need judgement in our court systems and we rebel
against the same. We use legal dissenting opinions
to influence future decisions and to help guide the
laws that govern us. The dissents of Ruth Badar
Ginsberg are some of the most insightful that have
been written. (In My Own Words: Ruth Bader Ginsberg by Hartnett and
Williams). We believe that without laws and opinions about them, we
would live in a riotous state.
But wait. This is not what we think of day-to-day when we hear and
parlay the word 'judgement'. We are thinking that people criticize in
thought something that we have said or done. Where does this come
from? This is the somewhat negative slippery side of judgement that is
taken to heart each time we feel criticism.
At this same time, we are seeing the overlap in our energies of 1) the
need to be governed by laws and 2) the rejection of being judged
personally.
Explain: When the lines blur between what we want and what we
need, we see only what has the strongest energetic pull at that point in
time. Where does that pull come from? It comes from all the experiences,
lessons learned, and lessons not learned from every incarnation at the
soul level. At some point soul energies have to balance themselves
(karma). There is a pivotal point around an issue or behavior that sends
opposite and equal energy back in the process of balancing it.
We must remember that energy laid down around this issue has
changed, rearranged, and been evolving for millions of years. The energy
that resounds as you move forward and make your decisions is only one
drop in the ocean of decisions to be made by your soul. Yet it certainly
affects your current journey and in turn all your other journeys. It may be
miniscule in its origin and by design will be spread out over millennia, but
it means everything to you. In the grand scheme of things, it is one small
tic in the reams of items that your soul must experience prior to being
released from the need for more lessons, more incarnations. It is part of
the process.
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We are meant to see only small snippets of our soul’s plan and then
only if it is deemed useful to your Earth journey by the Masters and only
when the bulk of the lesson has already been learned. This was brought
home to me when the door was slammed on a pre-birth planning meeting
during an Akashic Read that I was leading. This reiterated what others
have said about not being privy to our soul’s plan that was solidified in
that meeting and the fact that we are meant to completely forget that
meeting as we enter this incarnation. (Robert Schwartz – Your Soul’s Gift)
Part of our journey must be to become frustrated with decisions
made by others for our lives. What we do with that frustration is clearly
up to us as the gift of ‘free will’ is manifest.
Judgements are clearly external factions of our essence that are
useful in applying information that we have gathered through the years
in this incarnation. They have both positive and negative aspects, can
help in our survival or become the bain of our existence.

Prejudice, on the other hand, incorporates both soul lineage
and ancestral DNA memory. We as a civilization are not fully aware
of everything in our soul’s developmental history. However, this
energy stays with us and travels with us as new experiences and
soul depths are explored and evolve. Prejudice has a memory
aspect, waxes and wanes within new portions of our journey, and
rearranges as our essence continues to evolve.
The good thing about prejudice is that it is malleable. The is
evidenced in the efforts of BASHAR to help us change core beliefs
that are embedded deeply within our complex energy scaffold. His
message comes through channeling and instructs us on how to
change those inherent beliefs that haunt us and that we would
prefer to discard.
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Bashar teaches us to change
core beliefs by using:
Desire
Definition
Dedication
Detachment
For a Roadmap to change
For In processing and connecting to
soul depths
To be who we are created to be
To remove boundaries
As we visit 5th dimension
darkness And come back changed

Bashar reminds us that
from his vantage point, he
sees our struggle and
wishes us well. As he is
privy to Earth as a project
within an untold number
of galaxies, he is routing
for us and frank in his
encouragement for us to
concentrate on what is
important.

In his minicourse, Bashar teaches us how to change our
core beliefs by using principles and symbols from
ancient Vedic astrology. This type of astrology is the
truest form as it adheres to exact locations /
movements /shifts of the heavenly bodies. He
encourages us to read the following: Journey of Souls,
Destiny of Souls, Home with God as we contemplate
synchronicity, dreams, guides, and inspirations.
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Send me your
questions
BY SHEILA WOOD

I am interested in what is on your mind as
you progress through spiritual learning
curves. Your questions will also help others
to learn about different aspects of
metaphysics.

As we all know, often answers
to questions birth more
questions.

This page will reflect your input and curious
mind. Hopefully, it will be a continuous
dialogue and serve to develop concepts as
inputs are collected.

So in a word - this is the
"Don't Be Shy"
page.

Which came first - science or spirituality? Which
dominates today?
Stay tuned....some answers/comments next time
"Make sure that you
project from your heart
and listen to others. It is
the best way to grow.

What energies define prejudice?
The energies around prejudice surface when we are reminded –
reminded of something that happened around us and still
resides in our essence .....or we are reminded of lessons from
other incarnations. We do not always understand where this
energy comes from and are baffled when we cannot unload it.
Most scholars say that everyone has prejudices, each one of us.
They exist, we are aware of them, but the important thing is to
realize the inherent normalcy of this phenomenon, not run
from it, and to process it. Awareness in the conscious mind can
signal the beginning of change in the subconscious mind which
will then become part of our lasting essence. We are grateful to
Bashar for sharing the tools to change.

Some people are so judgmental.
You can tell just by looking at them.........
Watch this space for change

